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Dystopia in Iran

Today, Iranian is living in dystopia which is the vision of “a society that is the opposite 
of utopia. A dystopian society is a state in which the conditions of life are extremely bad, 
characterized  by  human  misery,  poverty,  oppression,  violence,  disease,  and/or 
pollution.”1 There is no doubt that today Iranian people are living in poverty and in 2006 
Export Development Canada reported that 10% of population is holding on 75% of the 
wealth  and  90% is  holding  on  25% of  Iran’s  wealth,  and  the  establishment  created 
poverty in order to keep Iranian submissive and would be under their total control. Since, 
poverty was a dominating factor, Iranian forced to engage in criminal activities in order 
to  manage their  livelihood,  and there was high unemployment  and Iranian  were pre-
occupied with debauchery and fornication and HIV became a common currency.  The 
story of dystopia was not just poverty,  disease and violence. The story went as far as 
creating a state figure that was a cult figure and concept of anti-sexualism was a main 
factor.  

The  state  may  “stage,  instead,  a  personality  cult,  with  quasi-religious  rituals  about  a 
central  figure,  usually  a  head  of  state or  [kleptocracy  and  plutocracy].  In  explicitly 
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theocratic dystopias, such as Margaret Atwood's “The Handmaid's Tale”, the religion is 
the state, and is enforced with the same vigor as any secular dystopia's rule; it does not 
provide social bonds outside the state.”2 In “The Handmaid’s Tale” ladies were serving 
one purpose which was their reproduction system in interest of the state, and ladies were 
forced to reproduced, which was the case today in Iran, the cleric made Iranian ladies just 
an object to reproduce brave soldiers for their Shiite Islam, and Jihad. In case, a lady’s 
hair would be exposed, she would be subject to harassment and police brutality because 
she violated the Islamic rules. Just recently Pars Economic Energy Zone Company issued 
a  new  collective  bargaining  to  its  bachelorettes  and  bachelors  that  they  had  until 
September 21st, 2008 to marry someone. In case, they failed to marry someone, the Pars 
Economic  Energy  Zone  Company  had  moral,  as  well  as,  religious  duty  to  fight 
debauchery and had to fire their single employees.      

The cleric would define concept of anti-sexualism very well which “is also prevalent as a 
way of social control…where the state controls so heavily the lives of its citizens that 
sexual activity is often an act of rebellion.”3 The cleric had formed a moral police force 
that they were deployed in streets to hunt down those ladies that they were having male 
companions.  Thus,  Iranian  ladies  were  using  the  occasion  as  a  measure  to  defy  the 
cleric’s rule and caused serious friction between public and state security. 

During all these time, the cleric regime took down anyone who stood against them, which 
went back to early stage of their establishment in Iran when the cleric regime opened 
their butcher shops and executed Iranian Imperial Armed Forces, and this bloody thirsty 
establishment was sniffing for fresh blood, and took them to 18 Tir uprising of Iranian 
Imperial  Armed Forces and the cleric  regime slaughter  anyone who took part  on the 
event,  and the cleric  regime did not  give-up on slaughtering  Iranian Imperial  Armed 
Forces and began to hunt down Iranian Imperial Armed Forces in Turkey, Europe, and 
other nations to assassinated them in cold blood. As the cleric killed the Iranian Imperial 
Armed Forces, Iranian put their head into the snow, and thought by not seen what was 
happening  they  were  safe  until  their  time  came  and  noticed  the  cleric  ran  out  of 
murdering Iranian Imperial Armed Forces and now it was their turn, and now there was 
need for a character V for Vendetta to finish the cleric regime in Iran and to lead Iran 
toward freedom and knowing that character V would not live the day to see Iran would be 
free, but next future generation would see the freedom and enjoy labor of V. So be V to 
liberate Iran, there was no any other option and it was the only option to liberate Iran.  

Payandeh Iran/Long Live Iran
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